GOT A LITTLE COUNTRY
By Blake Shelton

Left Foot Lead
Intermediate

WAIT: 32 Beats

PART A: (in a box)

(32) 4 The Sign 1/4 L each

L  RL  L  R  LR  R  L  RL  R  LR

&1 &2 &3 &4 &5 &6 &7 &8

PART B:

(8) 2 Flatlanders

L  L  R  RL  R  R  R  LR

&1 &2 &3 &4 &5 &6 &7 &8

(8) 1 Cowboy turn 1/2 Left

L  R  L  R  R  LR  LR  LR

&1 &2 &3 &4 &5 &6 &7 &8

PART C:

(8) 1 Clogover Vine

L  R  L  R  L  R  LR  LR

&1 &2 &3 &4 &5 &6 &7 &8

PART 1/2 D:

(4) 1 Push turn 1/2 Right

L  R  RL  R  RL

&1 &2 &3 &4 &5 &6 &7 &8

PART E:

(12) 1 Summey Vine

L  R  L  R  L  R  LR  L  R  LR  L  RL

&1 &2 &3 &4 &5 &6 &7 &8 &9 &10 &11 &12

(4) 1 Triple 1/2 Right

PART A: (in a box) 4 (The Sign 1/4 left each)
PART B: 2(2Flatlanders, Cowboy turn 1/2 left)
PART C: 2(Clogover Vine, Push turn 1/2 Right, 2 Basics)

PART D: (in a box) 4(Bad Stamp, Triple turn 1/4 left)
PART D: (in a box) 4(Bad Stamp, Triple turn 1/4 left)

PART A*: 2(The Sign – turn 1/2 left)
PART B: 2(Flatlanders, Cowboy turn 1/2 left)
PART C: 2(Clogover Vine, Push turn 1/2 Right, 2 Basics)
PART D: (in a box) 4(Bad Stamp, Triple turn 1/4 left)

PART E*: 6(Summey Vine, Triple 1/2 Right- OMIT Cotton Eyed Joes)

ENDING: Do the Sign one time – NO TURN
       Do one Cotton Eyed Joe (Kick Kick and Basic)
       Right Toe (xif), Spin 360 left

Abbreviations:
DS=Double Toe Step  xif=Cross in Front  ots=Out to Side  S=Step  Db=Double toe
RS=Rock Step  Br=brush  xib=Cross in Back  B=back